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PRESIDENT’S PAGE (& Editor)
Hi All,
Wairarapa is looking pretty green at present but no doubt will be
really dry in the New Year at some stage. I recently attended the
NZ Rare Breeds Conservation Society AGM in Stratford. It is
always good to catch up with other breeders.
It was interesting to see a small breeding group of Enderby Island cattle at John
Earney’s property – a bull and two cows with calves at foot. Guest speakers
included a well known NZ poultry breeder, an international pig judge and a
harness maker from England who works for the UK Donkey Sanctuary
throughout the world. His current project is developing comfortable, durable
and cheap harness for working donkeys as well as general donkey welfare.
I was talking to a local small holder today who has bought some Red Poll cross
steers. He got them as yearlings and has been pleased with their growth. It is
always good to get feedback from buyers. Not sure where these animals
originated from but were not ours.
Sounds like most breeders had a successful calving season. It would be pleasing
to get a few more herd reports in!
I am happy to report our new badges have arrived and I feel they look very
good. Details at the bottom of the Secretary’s page. (Mine has received many

favourable comments - Helen)
No date has been set as yet for our AGM & Herd Tour in the Wairarapa next
year but will coincide with Graeme & Judy Evans “Evanlea” dispersal sale.
I am wondering if there is a breeder out there who has all their issues of the
Red Poll news? It would be great to have an index for them. I was recently
looking for the article on Myostatin and finally found it in August 2014’s issue.
I wish breeders and readers in NZ and around the world a Merry Christmas and
a prosperous (covid free) New Year.

Helen McKenzie
President
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SECRETARY’S SAY - December 2020
Well, what an interesting year it has been. Here’s hoping that
this finds you all safe, well and happily chugging along as we
head toward the silly season. I hope you had a successful
calving season.
Just a wee reminder to return your Herd pre-list prior to 31 December.
This can be posted or scanned and emailed but the signature page must be
scanned also. If you are missing your pre-list please advise and I will send that
through.
Any queries on how to complete this form please contact me for advice.
Given the uncertain times, the occasion of a herd tour next year is a little up in
the air.
All going well it will be held in the Wairarapa. Confirmation of dates will be sent
out shortly.
Wishing you and your whanau best wishes for a safe, happy and pandemic free
holiday season.

Kirsty Loveday
Secretary
027 207 6007
redpollassociationnz@gmail.com

NZ RED POLL BADGES
The
Association’s
new
badges
are
ready.
They are well made and beautifully finished and each one
comes in a lovely presentation packet.
$15 each + p & p (About $3.50 for up to 6 badges). Size is
approximately 3cm by 2¾cm.
Order from the Treasurer, Graeme Evans, who will supply an invoice.
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PATRON’S PAGE
Despite the turmoil of Covid 19, spring arrived, the cycles of nature repeated
themselves and the sun still rose in the East.
Undoubtedly, the world has been turned on its head by the current pandemic
and much of which we had come to accept as normal is no longer so. As farmers
we are having to manage a difficult present and an uncertain future. Our whole
industry depends on the capacity of others to purchase our products. What
were assured markets with the prospects of future sales can no longer be
guaranteed. Markets which have taken time and effort and careful negotiations
to establish may well not be there again. The assurance of shipping products
from our ports is no longer assured as shipping companies adjust their
strategies. Times are a-changing.
As producers of animal protein we are facing the challenge of meat substitutes
synthesised from plant material. Yes, “meat” grown in factories is already a
competitor. There is a vociferous sector of consumers who are ferociously
opposed to the slaughter of animals. There is a large sector of the world which
is demanding that any product which they buy must be traceable. There are
countries which see Covid as an opportunity to put up trade barriers. Our
operations are challenged by climate change, rising sea level and the threats of
large parts of the world population becoming climate refugees and looking at
our land as a suitable new home.
Despite all the above, I still remain hopeful. I still get immense pleasure from
farming the world’s best cattle breed and I have the capacity and freedom to
wonder the hills and valleys enjoying this blessed land.
Take care,
Don’t despair.

And Santa will still be surely there.
Robin Shepherd QSO
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EVANLEA REPORT
Calving and tagging all done and 2 bulls out with their different groups of cows.
Calves growing well as grass almost jumping over the fences.
Yearling bulls sold to both breeders and return clients.
We have had great growing weather with some warm sunny days and ample
rain to encourage growth.
Cattle prices remain fairly high as the grass market has had a big influence on
the market here.
Lambs are being drafted and the weights have been very good but the price
per kilo is down on last year. The outlook for beef and lamb look OK at this
stage but with Covid 19 having reared its head around the world anything may
happen.
As with many places in NZ farm prices have shot up to what I believe is
dangerous levels. A property behind us (4 Ha in 2 paddocks and huge lawns))
sold in 5 days for 1.5 million and another 7 Ha block made 1.2 million.
Have done some balage but the contractors having trouble keeping up as
weather conditions have been so variable.
Hope breeders have had good calving and have managed to sell surplus heifers
and bulls.
Wishing all a Merry Christmas and may 2021 look after you.

Graeme & Judy Evans
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STRATHWELL REPORT
This is the first report we have written since Peter’s passing. Our thanks to all
for your words of support and well wishes. It was great to see some Red Poll
breeders amongst the crowd at his funeral. He would have been proud of the
send off we gave him and the role the Red Poll heritage played in this.
We had 15 calves from this year’s calving, mainly to younger cows and first
calvers. These calves are sired by Strathwell Oscar - a brother to our show
heifer Strathwell Vin. They are looking good at this stage. We have put the Bull
out to 30 cows this spring.
Covid continues to affect us all. Our 150TH Ellesmere show never went ahead
which meant I had more time for farming .The new lease block of 78 hectares
compliments our home farm well. Being only 8 kms away, and like ours it can
be irrigated, as well as having good facilities including a woolshed. This extra
land means I can increase our herd size as well as economies of scale.
After drilling 25 hectares of peas recently - we had 2 inches of rain which was
a huge bonus for most of the farm however it did cause the pea soil to cap and
require a light irrigation to allow the peas to break thru the surface. Anita says
“farmers are never happy”.
We recently purchased 5 heifers from Robin Thompson – all with different
genetics offering our stud more diversity and they are settling in well in the
mainland.
Our family is growing up – Trent has moved out of home to live and work in
town. Brionne home from Otago University for the summer with boyfriend in
residence also. Nice to have them close and grateful we live in NZ, when we
hear stories of Covid throughout the world. Anita continues in her role at St
Georges Hospital which has had it challenges in this pandemic world this year.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and Covid free 2021
Cheers

Ian and Anita Fleming
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Strathwell Oscar # 4767 – pedigree below
Woodcocks Fitzwilliam
#4101
BW Fitzwilliam 94 #4109
Birchwood Kathy 68
#10061
S. Fitz[william] #4624
DM Cecil’s Lou (AI) #4368
D M Lou’s Queen #11888
Oldfield Lani #11500
MV Glens Silver #3927
MV Silver Expo # 4418
Mv Sup Norma Eda
#11862
S. Vin #12811
MV Bonz Vin #3701
MV Vin Lucina 05-913
#12570
MV Silver Boz #70834(Aus)
Key:

S. = Strathwell
BW = Birchwood

DM = Dawn Mist
MV = Martinvale Farms
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CROFTHEAD FARM – December 2020
This is our fourth season and has been the most successful year to date. We
have learned so much about feed and preparing for calving and every year we
have more facilities to make things a little easier too. We did have to assist a
couple of cows to birth and just popping them in the milking bale was far simpler
than mucking around in the yards with no lights!
We had 17 calves from 16 cows, the second year with a set of twins, last year
2 heifers and this year 2 bulls so feeling pretty blessed there. The girls are all
great Mums except for 1 who after regretting her calf for the 2 nd year in a row
we sent off to the works. I ended up bottle feeding that 1 calf who is now a
delightful, chubby wee attachment when I am at the Farm.
The other exciting event is that Robert is now living on site, having built a house
with his Uncle. It was supposed to be ready to move in in April but thanks to
a certain pandemic, move in date finally occurred in mid-September. Much
simpler looking out the window than having to drive to check on the herd!
As we move to Summer the weather has been very forgiving to date and the
grass is growing well. A dry season is predicted but hopefully we will be ready
with all this great growth we are currently experiencing.
It has been an unusual year but the land and the needs of the cattle are
reassuringly consistent. Merry Christmas to you all and a safe holiday season
for you and your families. (Photo – Crofthead heifer looking for crumbs!)

Robert McLeod and Kirsty Loveday
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INTERNATIONAL RED POLL
CONGRESS SOUTH AFRICA, March
2019
Tuesday 10th March, Day Five
A leisurely breakfast at Kweekkraal was followed by a short continuation of the
tour around Dammerskloof Farms. Mention was made of nearby newly planted
citrus orchards as a trial as the grower is not sure they will be suited to the
area. The citrus trees are planted on top of mounded rows.
The next visit was to a farming and cheese making enterprise, “Jireh
Boerdery” owned by the Willemse brothers. I quote from their website:-

‘At the helm of Jireh are the identical twin brothers, Johan and Pieter Willemse.
From the onset of their business, the brothers placed their entire farm in the
hands of God, from there the name “Jireh”, which means “provide”. The
brothers realised at an early stage that if they wanted a sustainable farm, they
would have to make conservation a priority.
Jireh Foods is a “family in business” where each individual is important and
their interests and well-being looked after. The brothers come from a rich [not
so much wealth, as in generational farming knowledge - Editor] farming
background and both their father as well as grandfather were farmers in the
Hessequa district. They have more than 25 years’ experience in agriculture of
which they spent 12 years farming with their father. It is from him that they
inherited their love of grain-farming.
Pieter is head of management and loves motivating and interacting with people.
Brother Johan enjoys marketing and innovation and is more involved with crop
cultivation.
At Jireh, we provide employment to about 90 individuals at our factory in
Riversdale, 25 on our farms, and 13 on our dairy farm. We believe in creating
jobs for members of our local community to assist them in enriching their lives.’
The factory in Riversdale township was an interesting place to visit. A lot more
commercial than I expected, I was thinking in terms of a boutique cheese
making outfit – I was very wrong there! We got to sample some of their product.
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They milk 550 Jersey cows for the cheese factory. Cheeses made are cheddar
(yellow, white and even a specialty marbled cheddar which is apparently very
nice in macaroni cheese), gouda and mozzarella and they also make butter.
Four cheesemakers work in shifts. It takes five hours for the milk to become
cheese. The room temperature the day we were there was 35°C but can be up
to 40°C. 83 -84% is lost to whey but that is used in their piggery.
In 2015 they put in their huge cold room on the farm to store the cheeses and
act as a pack house. The cheese is aged 6-8 weeks as 20kg blocks stored in
crates. Maturation rate is controlled by temperature for the various styles of
cheese. There are roughly 1,000 tonnes of cheese in the store. Six to seven
tonnes of cheese are packed daily. It is distributed to supermarkets nationally.
An interesting fact given was that it takes 10 litres of Friesian milk to make a
kilo of cheese and only 7 litres of Jersey milk. The day we visited it was exactly
10 years since the factory started.
Before we left we were able to sample some different cheeses – gouda,
cheddar, cheddar and pepper and lastly, cheddar and chilli. All very tasty.
As regards the dairy and cropping farms, water can be a worry which is why
the cheese factory is located in the township. The river water is put through a
purifier before use. The packaging plant is also on the farm.
The family company has a new piggery being built. It will house 10,500 pigs.
Currently there are 750 brought in each week and 750 go out for slaughter. The
aim is to double these two figures. Piglets are brought in at 28 days of age
(7kg). The temperature they live in increases from 26°C up to 29°C over 4 weeks
and then they go to the fattening shed. Bio security is very high as they are
scared of diseases getting into in the piggery. The pigs eat 55 tonnes of maize
and soya a day. The whole facility began just 10 months prior to our visit.
The aim is to combine the pig and cow manure for return to the farm after
composting. Because of the grain crops they use owls to patrol to keep the seed
eating birds away. The paddocks grow lucerne for years and then cash crops
for five years. Both brothers have farms, with one being 647 hectares. On the
15th of April plant begins with canola, then barley, then wheat. They are also
looking at trialling macadamia nuts on 100 hectares. They run Dohne Merino
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ewes with an average liveweight of 65kg. Dohne are a dual purpose breed for
meat and fine wool.
Currently their cattle are getting whey with straw and a small amount of
supplement. The pigs will be more efficient users of the whey.
After lunch we visited the first of several smaller game parks, Garden Route
Game Lodge. Our tour group was divided into smaller groups to travel around
on Toyota and Landrover long wheel base vehicles each set up to carry about
a ten passengers. They have a roof canopy which also covers the driver but the
sides and back are open. Our group’s guide was named Gerrit, very passionate
and knowledgeable about the park and its animals with a particular fondness
for the two elephants, both
rehomed from another park –
not truly wild. We found out
that many of the smaller parks
are not so much breeding
reserves as areas where
surplus breeding animals are
on long term contraception if
from a breed that is too
populous (eg lions) and
provide an insight into wildlife
for those who may not have
the wherewithal to visit one of
the major game reserves. We
saw elephants, rhino, lots of Springboks (actually a smaller antelope than I
expected), eland, waterbuck, hartebeest, black gnu (wildebeest), Burchalls
zebra (the only zebra that may be farmed for meat), oryx, kudu, ostriches, lions
and water buffalo – latter in the distance (not sure I actually want to get too
close as they have a fearsome reputation). This was a great introduction to
South Africa’s profusion of wild animal species. On the internet I found the
following: -

The Garden Route Game Lodge was started in 1999 as an ambitious project to
restore an area of once degraded farmland to its former glory and stock it with
game that previously occurred there. With the assistance of Dr Ken Coetzee of
13

Conservation Management Services, a scientific study was conducted with the
emphasis on sustainable utilization, long term conservation of the remaining
natural habitats and the rehabilitation of already degraded lands. Once
completed, scientific calculations were used to determine the carrying capacity
of the reserve and the restocking program could begin. Today a large variety of
wildlife including the BIG 5 are once more at home in this private game reserve.
We also had a brief stop at House of Aloes, (Alcare Aloe), an aloe business
that uses Aloe ferox (wild aloe) to produce cosmetics and toiletries as well as
some medicinal products. They have 17 different aloe species. They also have
a coffee machine that some of our group rushed to as we only had a short stop
here and they were desperate!
Dinner at Dammerskloof with the meal and friendly atmosphere enjoyed by allsome of our tour participants below.

L-R Aileen Dawes (Aus.) &
Bloom Washington (Jamaica)

Nicolaas Ellis, our South African
tour bus driver

L-R Warwick Potts (NZ) &
Dorothy Hancock (Aus.)

L-R Albert Hancock (Aus), Mike
& June Bassula

L-R Douglas Payne (Aus), AJ
van Wyk & Robin Dawes

L-R Dan Schmiesing (USA, Dr
Karl Washington, Jam., Robin
Dawes (obsc) Graeme Evans &
Aileen Dawes
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Wednesday 11th March, Day Six
Our final breakfast at Dammerskloof and goodbye to the wonderful hospitality
of the van Wyke family. Everyone was on the bus on time even!
As we passed through the town of Riversdale we heard that it was founded by
Sir Harry Rivers in 1838. We were bound for Oakdale Agricultural College,
due there by 8am. Interesting to see plumbago shrub used as hedging – very
pretty.
The entrance sign says, “Welkom in die Bulring” The nickname for the pupils is
Bulls. Half of the school fees are from the government, the remainder from
sponsors and fees. Although Oakdale has an English name most of the pupils
are of Afrikaner ancestry.
This school is the most immaculately kept campus I have ever seen. It was
founded in 1928 with 6 boys and gradually expanded over the decades with
existing buildings upgraded and new ones added until today it can take 426
students. It has a special emphasis on agriculture (“Hands on agricultural

training is offered in the following fields: dairy, beef cattle, sheep and wool,
pigs, ostriches, vegetables and fruit; some courses run by private institutions’”,
technology and sport as well as the usual subjects.
The school has a dairy herd of 350 pedigree Jersey cows which the boys work
with and take to Agricultural Show. They also learn fencing, implement
maintenance and wool classing but do not learn to shear. (Shearing in South
Africa is mostly done by men from neighbouring Lesotho who make up about
80% of shearers in South Africa.)
The school has a fabulous gymnasium sponsored by the Hessaqua Abattoir. It
would be the envy of every sports club in New Zealand. The school is renowned
for its sports teams and the pupils also participate in livestock shows with sheep,
cattle (beef & dairy), pigs, poultry, mohair goats, horses etc. The day we were
there they gave us a demonstration of their cattle handling skills with a parade
of young Sussex bulls of which the school has a stud. Sussex are chosen for
their medium frame, more suitable for the youngsters to work with. The children
also learn to judge various livestock breeds.
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Our travel guide, Petrusa Marais, and her husband Pienaar (Pine for short) both
teach at the school and their youngest son still attends.

Oakdale pupils show off their young Sussex bulls
After the college it was back travelling on the Garden Route. The
official Garden Route starts in Mossel Bay in the west and ends at Storms
River in the east. Knysna where we were destined for is in the middle. Mossel
Bay has a huge Informal Settlement. It is on the Indian Ocean and is influenced
by the Agulhas Current which is formed by the confluence of the warm
Mozambique and East Madagascar Currents, which meet south-west of
Madagascar. Mossel Bay is very protected and is one of only two north facing
harbours in the Southern Hemisphere. It has the second most moderate climate
in the world after Hawaii. Between August and September Southern Right
Whales calve in the Bay. (Our tour guide, Petrusa, is also a geography teacher!)
The “city” of George is the capital of the Garden Route. Its large cathedral gives
it city status although this is an English designation. The Outeniqua Mountains
run parallel to the coast. We continued through the town of Sedgefield and on
to Knysna, a trip of about 2½ hours from Riversdale where we visited the
college. Apparently, Knysna is a pricey town to stay in – much like Queenstown
- with no cheap accommodation.
The first Europeans arrived there in 1760. The Heads at Knysna are famous for
shipwrecks. There is a safe channel of only 60 metres width. John Benn became
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the pilot in 1855 and was renowned for never losing a ship. His descendants
were pilots up until 1954 when the port was closed. Timber from local forests
was the main product shipped out. The tide is around 1½ metres or 2½ metres
on a Spring tide. The Knysna sea horses are endemic to this area of only three
bays. They can live for 6 years but are rare because of their limited distribution.
The man who first identified the coelacanth fish (previously thought to be
extinct), JLB Smith, a South African ichthyologist, holidayed at Knysna when he
was young. He wrote a book about the discovery of the fish and from the
proceeds bought the Featherbed Nature Reserve at Knysna – still owned by his
descendants and operated as part of a tourism venture.
The first stop was at the waterfront – a leisurely lunch on the “John Benn” boat,
meandering out to the heads and back while chatting, drinking, eating and
learning about the origins of Knysna. There was a large fire there in 2017 which
burned over 15,000ha and claimed 7 lives. Mainly plantation forestry was burnt.
There had been severe dry conditions for several months prior. About 1,000
firefighters were involved in bringing it under control.

 “John Benn” – smaller boat on the left
After lunch we set off on our visit to nearby Birdland. I quote from the
handbook: -

“Birdland was set up with the intention of rehoming a number of unwanted
birds and giving them the opportunity to live in a more natural environment.
The project cost 9 million rand (about $NZ856,000) It covers 2.17 hectares.
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(21.76 square metres and 375.37 cubic metres) the frame consists of 28 masts,
with heights varying from 2 metres to 34 metres.) There are over 3,500 birds.”
We had only an hour here but
could have easily spent longer.
The first animal we noticed was a
tiny Blue Duiker – dainty is the
only word to describe these
minute antelope. (32 – 41cm at
the shoulder weighing 3.5-9kg
with females being slightly larger
than the males.) Apart from
Lesser Bush Babies and an Indian
Flying Fox the rest of the
sanctuary is birds only)
 Blue duiker antelope
Birdland has birds from all around the world, not just native birds. Many have
been rescued from various unsuitable environments. The most common bird we
saw was the (dayglo!) scarlet ibis –
we were never going to miss seeing
this bird. There were also several
male Golden Pheasants strutting
their stuff. We saw too many birds
to mention but the highlight for me
was the Crowned Crane, an
exceptionally elegant bird.
 Scarlet Ibis

From Birdland we moved on to Monkeyland, the world’s first free-roaming,
multi-species primate sanctuary opened in 1998 to give ex pets, laboratory, circus
monkeys and surplus zoo animals a more natural home. Monkeyland, Birdland
and the Jukani Wildlife Sanctuary are all part of the African Animal Sanctuary
Alliance. The sanctuary comprises over 12 hectares of indigenous forest, with a
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Photos from South Africa

In the Jireh Cheese room

Game Route Lodge safari vehicle

Flamingo as a garden ornament?

Crowned crane spreads its wings

Gibbons – welcoming committee

Ringtailed lemur
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protected greenbelt of 4 hectares. Our guide was Ralph who proved to be very
good at his job. Monkeyland encourages the formation of family and breeding
groups although surplus males of common species do get vasectomised so the
sanctuary does not get over-populated. There is a sister Monkey Sanctuary
recently opened in KwaZulu-Natal. It is hoped to swap breeding animals when
necessary to broaden the genetic base of the breeding groups.
They have two types of lemur – bigger black and white and small grey with
black & white ringed tails. The latter walk along with their tails in the air – real
characters & very cute. There were lots of small vervet monkeys too – liable to
steal phones and glasses if one was not careful. As we first went into the park
there were two gibbons – a pale coloured male and a dark gold female, very
beautiful and quite large. Expert at swinging through the trees. There were also
some lovely dark monkeys with thick bushy tails. They are very rare – sorry I
did not get what species they were.
In the Sanctuary was a suspension bridge which one or two had doubts about
crossing but with support from the whole group everyone made it a across.
We stayed the night at the Simola Hotel – part of a golf course – fairly upmarket. Very pleasant. Dinner good that night.
Lioness on Garden Route Game Lodge Game Drive
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MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR GENA SHEPHERD.
The family of Gena Shepherd advise that a second attempt to hold a
Memorial Service to celebrate Gena’s Life is planned. The service will
be held in the Te Ahu Centre on the corner of Matthews Avenue and
South Road, Kaitaia.
The family invites you, and any who knew her. to join with us at 1 p.m.
on Saturday 6th February 2021 for the service and afterwards for
afternoon tea.
Should you wish to speak or perform during the service the organisers
will appreciate knowing in advance to assist with planning the
programme. Please contact Robin by email at
rlshepherd@orcon.net.nz or phone 09 4084192 if you wish to speak
or perform.
There will be Tribute boards available to put up written messages or
other tributes.
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STONEY ACRES REPORT

Hello Fellow Breeders
As I walk through the over knee high wet grass, I am pondering on how on
earth I got the paddocks to this condition based on how we were doing last
year - we were strip grazing and feeding out baleage as the grass was just
about non-existent and I was constantly worried about the animals’ welfare.
Now I am moving the cows on a 31-day rotation from small paddock to small
paddock (max stay 3 days) and loving not strip grazing.
Looking back over the beginning of the year the pandemic crisis certainly
impacted on my life as working for PGG Wrightson as a essential worker and
trying to run the farm at the same time resulted in some good quality time on
the block and was able to make some decisions. Like smaller paddocks,
experimenting with different fertilisers put down over 3 months ago and
regressing by broadcast oversowing with rye and clover, plus all this awesome
rain, which are now paying off in more time for doing other things on the block.
Moving the girls is now an easy task and some of them do not seem to want to
move as there is still grass left in the paddocks. But they now realise that I do
know what I am doing and there really is greener grass in the next paddock.
Calving started in July and had no problems and no losses. Ash performed well
and all cows did calve and ended up with 7 bulls and 6 heifers.
I sold my autumn calves in late winter to a lovely couple on a lifestyle block in
Dannevirke and they just sent me some feedback and how well they are doing
and settled into their family. All going well, they are showing interest for some
more calves in April.
I bought in a new bull this year to cover mating for Ash’s daughters. Ash has
gone out with the main herd for another year for another perfect mating.
I am still working on my plan of 10 cows, 1 bull and 10 fluffy things as the
subdivision is moving forward and I will be losing some acreage. But now the
herd is 17 cows, 2 bulls and 17 calves, so have a few more decisions to make.
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I am now working full time on tidying up the estate and working fulltime on the
farm and having a ball. No regrets as even get to mow grass on other people’s
places……heaven.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas

Neil Wilton
 Cheeky Autumn calves at home

 Calves up at Dannevirke
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RANGITIHI SPRING REPORT
After a dry end to winter, spring has delivered just the right amount of rain to
get the grass booming away. As we calve late we have had to keep the springing
cows in controlled areas to avoid being faced with over-weight calves. So far
things are working our well with eighteen calves on the ground (fifteen heifers
and three bulls) and another 15 cows showing definite promise. My daughter,
Joanne, is keeping a close eye on the calvers and their progeny.
We have had one set of twins to one of our oldest cows. The mother showed
interest in one of the pair and left the other one so we are hand rearing her to
make life easier for the old girl. We could have used various strategies to get
her to take the other twin but in this case we decided that the old girl knew
best.
This year we sold our weaners in August and September. Six bulls went to a
dairy farm to mate with Jersey heifers. We had no trouble selling the rest from
the paddock at market rates. They had grown very well and made an impressive
line up. Everyone is impressed with how quiet our animals are.
Gena has left us some excellent cows to continue to breed from and we will be
putting them to Houtu Thor, a bull which she selected. At present he is serving
a line of rising Red Poll three year old heifers on Schrafft Farms.
I hope that you all can manage a happy Xmas and that Covid does not rear its
ugly head to cause us all to lock down again. Having Santa to quarantine at the
border just will not work.

Robin Shepherd
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 A paddock of Rangitihi heifers, first time to bull

This cow is a Rangitihi stud cow, 6yrs old, at Rangitihi stud
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OPOUTERE RED POLLS
It has been a most unusual Winter/Spring season in this part of the country. A
very dry winter followed by an even drier Spring following on from one of the
worst droughts in this area for many decades.
However, it is raining today, and we are well and truly past that magic day,
when grass growth exceeds stock requirements.
Our cows calved in fairly store condition, not light, but certainly no surplus
condition on their backs. Calving started August 20 and everything went
smoothly, with only one vet visit necessary. Our calving has become a bit too
spread out for our liking. This season has been spread out over nine weeks with
one old crossbred still to drop.
We sold our yearling bulls in early October, at the Tuakau sale as paddock bulls.
They averaged 375 kgs. liveweight and earned $2.58 per kilo, which equals
$960, which on the current schedule and weather patterns we felt was a fair
price. We were pleased with the weight they had gained over the winter after
a very dry hard autumn.
We did not get them BVD tested or vaccinated, saving $50 each, as there is no
demand for any breed other than Angus, Hereford or Jersey for farmers to run
with their dairy herds or heifers. Which is a shame because the Red Poll/Dairy
cross can be a good beef animal.
I do wonder what the future holds for the Red Poll breed. We love having them;
they are intelligent animals, perhaps a bit cunning and very aware.
The calves sired by our Zorba bred bull are a joy to behold and give us a lot of
satisfaction.
We extend our best wishes to all the breeders for the festive season and are
grateful for the good friendships we have made through the Association.

Helen & Alan Bridson
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NEWS FROM BRAZIL
 Eximio Do Passo

Do Capão
My father, Irineu
Ferreira Batista and
I,
Iris
Maikon
Almeida Ferreira, are
breeders of Red Poll
cattle here in Brazil,
in the state of Goiás,
city of Jataí, in a
region where the temperature reaches up to 40 degrees in the summer.
Our bull Exímio is the son of an English bull, Fedw Stig, from a cow who is a
daughter of the Australian bull, Balla Balla Bellamy.
Eximio is very docile, produces perfect offspring; beautiful females with good
milk production; males with good carcasses and all with short hair and a lot of
heat tolerance. The progeny are born extremely small and grow very fast,
reaching a high weight at weaning.
Exímio is being collected at ABS Pecplan, and his semen is being exported to
other countries in South America, including Argentina, Uruguay, Colombia,
Dominican Republic and Costa Rica.
We also breed Angus, Senepol, Santa Gertrudis, Caracu, Nelore and
Pitangueiras. Worldwide Angus has the power of advertising, their marketing is
very strong.
It would be a great pleasure to welcome you here in Brazil, on our farm.
Best regards,

Iris Maikon A. Ferreira
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Kaihinau Report November 2020
We have had a good winter all round in the Horowhenua. The spring has been
warm with frequent falls of rain. The grass is growing well, with silage being
made already.
Calving is all but over, the first to calve cycling again and running with two bulls
from Strathwell.
Pictured are the yearling bulls on the right side of winter and heading to
Waipukurau. This is the third year the yearling bulls have been sent to the same
purchaser.

In the first week in December, we will sell 15 rising 2year heifers. The other
15 in the line of heifers were run with a bull and have calved as three year olds
Current prices seem to be up at $3 to $3.10 per kilo which is as well as there is
no such thing as a golden fleece anymore for New Zealand at this time.
A tribute for Trevor. Trevor has been a part of the scene on this farm for a very
long time, a close family friend, and a strong advocate for the Red Poll cattle
that he worked with. We lost him on the 6 th October this year due to a longstanding heart condition. Trevor was appreciative of every day and highlighted
any opportunity to help his family and others.
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Covid-19 is still with us. Internationally, New Zealand is looked upon as being a
haven from the pandemic. The primary sector and its workers are being looked
to for our economic survival. Our thoughts go to our friends and others living
in the northern hemisphere heading to the winter solstice and in lockdown.
As the year draws to an end, we wish you and your families Season’s Greetings
Kind regards

Kath and Kelvin Lane

Kath remarks that the Kaihinau heifer on right shows a double muscle
characteristic and that her bull calf also shows the trait.
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The Jamaica Red Poll Cattle Breeders Society launches
the “Conservation of Jamaica’s Cattle Breeds”
This brochure attempts to
capture the salient points
of earlier discussions and
investigations
on
Jamaica’s cattle breeds.
The Brochure documents
actions that are required
to cauterize and hopefully
result in growth and
development of a sector
which can catalyze and
support national wellbeing with respect to food
security.
The conservation project
was the brainchild of Dr.
The
Honourable
Karl
Wellington OJ. He initiated the first donation of 1000 straws of semen
representing bulls of ten (10) of the eighteen (18) Sire Lines of the Jamaica Red
Poll Breed.
Other members of the Breed Association were encouraged to support the
project by contributing 100 straws of semen from sires from their farms in hope
of augmenting the Sire Lines already in the bank.
At the Launch in 2019, the Semen Bank of Jamaica Red Polls stood at 1,420
Straws from fifteen (15) outstanding bulls representing eleven (11) Sire Lines,
namely Astronaut, Atlas, Bertram, Invader, Johnson, Michael, Mystery,
Pepperdick, Red Rider, Rooster and Snowman.
This is the first Phase of the effort to conserve the Four Cattle Breeds of
Jamaica. The Bank is in the care of the National Animal Fertility Center (NAFC),
Veterinary Services Division Jamaica.
“Felice Navidad” to all NZ breeders from Jamaican Red Poll breeders
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TAMIHANA FROM TARANAKI
Well what an interesting year 2020 has turned out to be. The Chinese C.P
released, or at least allowed the escape of Corona virus, Covid 19, which before
the pandemic is over, will bring the world economy to its knees. Being a small
Island Nation, gave us the benefit of being able to isolate ourselves from the
rest of the world to a large degree. I have contacts all over the world, and only
Sweden appears to have a formula that has worked reasonably well. Politicians
everywhere are creaming the situation for all it is worth. Jacinda gained a
landslide victory because of it, while Joe Biden is trying to do the same in the
U.S.A. By the time you read this, the results of the Presidential race in the
States will be known.
Beef schedules are currently well below last year’s prices, as China sources
cheaper product from South America, being one of the main reasons. This is
reflecting badly in the prices being paid for weaner dairy-beef at this stage. Will
probably, unless things improve dramatically, reflect in the Runner Fairs held in
the coming Autumn. I carried my Red Poll steers through because of drought
conditions last Autumn. Have not made the profit hoped for, but they are still
worth quite good money because of weight gain.
This Spring, we calved thirty cows. The result has been ridiculous. Twenty five
heifers, & only five bulls.
So, if anyone wants Red Poll heifer calves after weaning, please let me
know. The Winter here in the ‘Naki was fairly mild, with grass growing into
June. Consequently, the ground was not so cold, and Spring commenced on
time, in early October. Contractors are already very busy, with baleage and
silage being harvested.
Only Red Max running with the cows this year. Ten heifers will be A.B mated.
All the best to you all, for Christmas and what will be an interesting 2021.

Robin Thomson
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Red Poll Society (UK)
If you would like to join to the Red Poll Cattle Society
(UK) contact secretary@redpoll.co.uk
or write to:
The Secretary,
1 Nabbott Road,
Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 SW
The overseas membership subscription is £30 sterling; includes three printed
issues a year of the newsletter. The newsletter is also available to view on line
gratis.
Red Poll Merchandise
The UK Society has a fundraising 2021 Red Poll Calendar £6.75 plus post and
packaging; branded sweat & polo shirts etc for sale.
[Google “Red Poll Cattle Society UK, merchandise” Came up first time – Editor]

FROM THE EDITOR
Hi Everyone,
Thanks to those who contributed to this newsletter.
Don’t forget the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words – so send
me photos. Preferably with captions that explain which animal/s or
person/people it is.
When taking photos watch the backgrounds for other cattle’s feet, grubby
behinds etc.
I never say no (well, rarely) to the written word either!

Helen
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A BIT OF HISTORY - NZ National Library, “Papers Past”
NZ Herald 28 August, 1923

RED POLL CATTLE
POPULARITY IN BRITAIN
BEEF AND BUTTER PRODUCERS
Contributor says: The long continued and steady progress of the Red Poll breed
of cattle, both in their native land and in all parts of the world has been well
reflected in this year’s sales of stock of this breed in both home and overseas
markets. Following on a big revival in the export trade for bulls and heifers sent
into both hemispheres in the first few months in this year, the Red poll breed
has been very much in evidence at the several herd sales as well as those
promoted by the Red Poll Cattle Society at both Ipswich and Reading.
The extent to which the breed has grown in the last four years is shown in the
membership having quadrupled during that period. The explanation for those
happenings and the steadfastness with which new herd owners have held on
to their stock is to be found in the realisation of the too little known and too
little advertised virtues of Red Poll cattle for milk and beef production and
economy in feeding. These important factors have helped immensely towards
the advancement of the breed in places and countries where only a few years
ago they were practically unknown. Thus, today Red Polls are now widely
favoured in the most important dairying centres of the west of England, in
Cheshire, and the south of Scotland; this is due to their proved worth for high
quality milk production and butter and cheese making, but in addition to the
excellence of the breed for beef.
With a breed such as the Red Poll has shown itself to be, which not only posses
the best points of a dairy animal but which can hold its own with the best beef
cattle, it is natural that it should be enjoying an uninterrupted progress. Owners
of those single purpose, leggy types of dairy cattle, which breed bull calves
totally unfitted to be reared as steers and which are themselves expensive to
keep are resorting to the dual-purpose Red Poll in view of its perfect blend of
milk and beef.
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Among these newcomers into the Red Poll breed are to be found one-time
owners of heavy milking cattle who have experienced the general utility
characteristics of the Red Poll breed. They are finding what is so important to
the average farmer today that cattle are invaluable if a uniformly high
percentage of butterfat always in the region of 4 per cent can be relied upon
and if early maturity in the steers can be looked for.
These considerations have contributed to the world-wide favour of the Red Poll
breed, and it may well be said that the sun ever shines on Red Polls. They are
found in one long line from Land’s End to John O’Groats, in all parts of Ireland,
from the extreme south of South America to Canada, in Islands of the Pacific
and the Atlantic, in India, China and the Strait Settlements, in West and South
Africa, and last, but not least, in Australia and New Zealand.
In these latter two countries the breed is now very extensively patronized
owing, as those who possess them claim, to their excellence of meat and butter
production.

Three year old Red Poll heifer, Rosemarkie Alec Molasses (by R. Emir Alec and
out of Dawn Mist Emp’s Chelsea) with her second calf at foot 
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ROSEMARKIE REPORT
Plenty of grass at present and the baleage has been made. The sheep have
been shorn. Alistair shore the older rams before he returned to Australia.
We sent 3 steers, 2 cull heifers and a cow away the other day for good returns.
Will have another 4 steers and some cull cows to go away after weaning. The
cows have been good cows but 2 had bull calves exhibiting “double” muscling
and udders that are starting to lose their shape, another’s feet let her down and
a couple have had very average calves the last couple of years.
We still have our oldest cow, Trounce Yulan, C8, who has just had calf number
eleven and her daughter Alethea, J17, by R. Virtue Tango is shaping up to be
just as good after calf number 5; both cows have good udders. As we have had
6 heifers go into the herd this year and have retained ten to pick from for next
year, it was time to dig a bit deeper when culling. We still have a fairly broad
genetic base.
Have leased out a yearling stud bull and sold a yearling commercially recently.
Warwick is finally retiring on 22nd December so we are both looking forward to
that.

Helen & Warwick
Rosemarkie Para Norwester - a
grandson of Dawn Mist Zeus
Montana.
He is by R. Monty
Paraone (K5) out of R. Emir Storm
(G13). Storm is a Dawn Mist Bell’s
Emirate (ET) daughter.
N16 is one of our herd sires this
year.
Photos Back Cover:
Top: Crofthead Jason Peet
Bottom: Some of Jan Schepel’s “Halcyon” Red Polls on a bush walk near
Raglan.
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